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Abstract 
A class of methods for computing including estimates for the range of a polynomial over an interval is defined. The two 
special cases of the Bernstein form and the B-spline form are shown to be members of the class. 
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1. Introduction 
Computing the range or an estimate of the range of a function over an interval is a central 
problem in numerical analysis with applications in areas such as global optimization, computer 
graphics, solid modeling and others. A survey of some of the approaches tosolving the problem can 
be found in [4]. 
Polynomials form an important class of functions for which estimates for the range are required. 
In [-1] an approach based on expanding the polynomials in Bernstein form over [0, 1] and then 
using the nonnegativity of the basis functions to obtain the bounds on the polynomials over [0, 1] 
was therefore proposed. Rivlin [5] showed that the approximation was of the order O(k-1) where 
k was the degree of the Bernstein polynomials. The approach was further developed in [6, 3, 7]. 
In this paper the fundamental ideas due to Cargo-Shisha [1] and Rivlin [5] are extended to 
a more general set of basis functions used to expand polynomial abstracting the properties that 
1. the functions are nonnegative and they form a partition of unity on [0, 1], 
2. they span the space of polynomials of degrees less than a fixed degree, 
3. the difference between polynomial values and expansion coefficients on a particular set of 
points is a function of (l/k)" for some ~ > 0. 
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Based on these assumptions a general theory is developed. The general theory is then applied to 
the forms in [11 and to a special case called the B-spline form where the basis functions are spline 
functions of appropriate degree. 
2. The general theorem 
Let p(x) be a polynomial of degree n with real coefficients, i.e., 
p(x) = ~ asx s 
s=0 
and consider the computation of an inclusion for the range of p(x) over [0, 1]. The assumption that 
the range is computed over I-0, 11 is no restriction since an arbitrary range can be mapped into 
[0, 11 by a linear transformation, or the algorithm can be mapped into the required domain if 
numerical errors are a concern (see [61). 
We denote the range of p(x) over an interval I-u, v] by p([u, v]) and the width of an interval by 
w([u,v]) = v - u. Also let I~ b represent the set of integers between a and b (a < b). We introduce 
a set of basis functions {At(x ) [j ~ I~} which we assume satisfy the following conditions: 
Aj(x)>~O, xe[O, 1] and ~, Aj(x)= 1, (1) 
X s : ~, IALsAj(x), s = O, 1, ...,n. (2) 
j6I~ 
Assumption (1) says that each basis function Aj(x) is nonnegative on [0, 11 and that the set of basis 
functions form a partition of unity for each x in [0, 1]. Assumption (2) means that {Aj(x) [j ~ I b } 
spans the set of polynomials of degree less than n which means that p(x) can be expanded as 
p(x)= ~ asx s= ~ as [~ ] j= ~, [ ~, ] ~lj, sA j (x )   - -  as~lj, s Aj (x) .  (3) 
s=O s=O j • b s=O 
If we let 
~ j = ~ a~l~,~, j ~ I2, 
s=O 
then a class of including approximations for the range p([O, l]) of a polynomial p(x) can be 
constructed as follows: 
man ~j, max ~i]. 
j¢l~ jeI~ 
We now state and prove the main theorem of the paper. The additional assumption in the 
theorem is the third condition mentioned in the Introduction. 
Theorem 1. Choose  a set of basis functions {Aj(x)[j ~ I~ b} satisfying conditions (1) and (2) above. If 
I¢~ - p(xj)[ = O(k - ~) (4) 
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holds for some xj ~ [0, 1], then 
(i) p([O, 1]) ___ [ min Cj, max ¢~], 
l_ j e l l  jEI~ 
(ii) w ([min ~j, max ~ j ] ) -  w{ff([0, 1])} = O(k-~), 
\ I_ je l~ j¢l~ d~ 
where k is a positive integer, and ~ > O. 
Proof. (i) From (3) it follows that 
p(x) = ~ ~jAj(x), x ~ [0,1]. 
j~t~ 
Then (1) implies that the right-hand side of the above expression is a convex combination of {j, 
j ~ lab, hence 
min {j ~< ~] ~jAj(x) = p(x) <. max {j. 
(ii) Let fi(I-O, 1]) = [p*,fi*], then it follows from (4) that there exists a Xjo s [0, 1] such that 
max {j - P(Xjo) = O(k-=) 
jel~ 
and hence 
max ¢j - /~*  = O(k-~). 
In the same manner as above there exists a x j, e [0, 1] such that 
min cj - p* = O(k -~) 
j¢l~ 
and therefore 
w([min¢ , ,max¢, ] ) -w{, ( [O ,  1 ] )}=(max~j - , * ) - (min~j -P_ ' )=O(k -~) .  [] 
\ L je l~  jeI~ \ je l~ \ je l~ 
In the two following sections we will discuss two important choices for the basis functions 
{At(x) IJ e I b } obtaining the Bernstein and B-spline forms. 
3. Particular case 1: The Bernstein form 
This form was first considered in [1]. It was further discussed in [5, 6]. The form is obtained by 
choosing {Aj(x)IJ e lab} as 
Aj(x)= Bk(x) ~- (~)x J (1 -x )  k-j, x>>.n, 
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where Ia b = 10 k = {0, 1, ..., k}. It can easily be shown that {B](x)IJ ~ lab} satisfy conditions (1) and 
(2) (see [1, 5]), i.e., 
k 
BI(x) >10, Z B~(x) - l, x e [O, 1], 
j=O 
x~=~=s - -~B~(x) '  xe[O,  1], s=O,  1 . . . .  ,n. 
Therefore we have 
that is 
A j = bj = 
mi~. ,  (~) 
as  . 
s~o (~) 
The following theorem verifies the condition that the coefficients of the expansion approach 
polynomial values at certain points. 
Theorem 2. For bj,j = O, 1, . . . ,  k we have 
~ ~(~) o,~1, 
Proof. Using the inequality 
1--(1 s- - l )  ~-l (s--l) 2 
7 ~ ~ ' 
we have 
2~s~j  
bJ lmi  o a s I 
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mini, n) s 
s=O [as[" (k) + [asl " a=min( j ,n )+ 1 
~< ~ lasl" 1 - 1 s -  1 s -  s 1 + [as] • - -  
s=2 J s=min( j ,n )+ 1 
~< ~ laA" + lasl" 
s= 2 J s=min( j ,n )+ 1 
showing that [bj - p( j /k) l  = O(k-1)  which proves the theorem. [] 
From Theorem 1 
tion [mino ~< j ~ k b j, 
maxo ~< j ~ k b j] to/5( 
it therefore follows that the Bernstein form provides an including approxima- 
maxo.<j~kbj]  for p([0,1]) and that the convergence of [mino~<j.<kbj, 
[0, 1]) is at least linear in the order. 
4. Par t i cu la r  case  2: The  B -sp l ine  fo rm 
A distribution of equally spaced nodes 
X-m ~ X-m+l  ~ "'" ~ XO ~ "'" ~ Xk  ~ "'" ~ Xk+m 
is given where m >f n and where k t> ½(m - 1). This means that [ - 1,2] = [Xo,X,],  and that 
X-m, . . . ,  X_ ~ and Xk + 1, . . . ,  Xk + m are nodes external to [0, 1]. 
The basis functions {At(x ) IJ e lab} 
A3(x) = N';'(x) & [2m(~k(x  + 1) 
m +1 
2 
where Om is the 6-spline function of degree m: 
are now chosen as follows: 
J), 
.+1 , (m+l ) (  m+,  )" 
£2m(X): ~ (--1)i~.~ i X+- -  i 
i=0  2 + 
and I, b = Ik-;, 1 = { -- m, -- m + 1, ... ,k - 1}. By the theory of spline functions due to de Boor [2] 
we have that 
k- I  
N~"(x)/>0, ~ Nj m(x)=l ,  xe[ -1 ,2 ] ,  
j=  -m 
k -1  
xS= ~ rc~S)N'fl(x), x~[ -1 ,2 ] ,  s=O,  1 , . . . ,n ,  
j=  -m 
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where 
(~) Sym~(j + 1, . . . , j  + m) 
7~j = 
with Symo(j  + 1, , j  + m)= 1, ~!o)= 1; as s/> 1. Syms(j + 1, , j  + m) represents the sth . . . . .  j ' ' "  
elementary symmetric function of j + 1 . . . . .  j + m, i.e., 
Syms(j + 1 . . . . .  j + m) = ~ vl,vv, .. . ,vs, (5) 
VI ,  ..., V~ 
where  v l ,  . . . ,  V s are s distinct integers arbitrarily chosen from the array {j + 1 . . . .  , j + m), the 
number of terms in the sum (5) is (T) hence 
~_, k-1 ,-1 [ ~_. ] 
(') N']'(x) is) N'~'(x) = ~ as ~j P(X)= as E 71~j 
s=0 j=-m j=-m s=0 
i.e., 
~j = dj ~- ~ n 7Z (s) 
s=O 
For the B-spline form we now have the following theorem which shows that this form also satisfies 
the additional condition required for Theorem 1. 
Theorem 3. For di , j  = - m, - m + 1, . . . ,k  - 1 we have 
[dj - p(njl))[ = O(k -2) ,  
where 
~!1) (J + 1) + "'" + (j + m) = k + 
J ??/k " 
Proof. We note that 
and 
~!o) (I) o - (~j  ) =0 
~y =-~ J + =-~[ j2+(m+l ) j+  . . . ] ,  
(~j ) =-~ j + - -  =-~ j2+(m+l ) j+  T ; 
thus we get 
] 7~J2) (1) 2 -(~z i ) ]=O(k -2) .  
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In general 
~ J~+ 1 (1+ ... +m)  ( ms ) j s - ,  + O( jS -2 )  
=p ~+s- -~ j  +o(j~-~) , 
1 ( m21)~ 1 [j m+l .~_ ,  1 (~1, ) ,  = P j + _ _  = P , + ~___T_ j + o ( j , -~)  ; 
hence 
rW ) (zrjl))~ I = 1 ~-2) -2) j - -  ~-~ O( j  = O(k  
and therefore 
Idj p(njl))l s ~ ~"-(rc)'))~l = O(k-2), 
s=O s=O s=O 
thus showing the quadratic onvergence of the B-spline form 
[ min dj, max dj I • 
-m<~j<~k-1  -m<. j<<.k-1 
The order of convergence is independent of the width of the domain and of the degree of the basis 
functions. In practice we can therefore take m = n. Hence in order to get an improvement in the 
inclusions we only need to subdivide [ -1,2] .  [] 
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